Notarization for Digital-First Solutions

Partner with Notarize
Notarize enables innovators to quickly bring remote online notarization into a wide range of use
cases - whether via on-demand third-party notaries, employee notaries, or a combination of both.
By abstracting the technological, operational, and compliance complexity of remote online
notarization, the Notarize solution drives enhanced business results, faster developer velocity, and
diﬀerentiated user experiences that stand out.

Meeting the digital-first challenge
• Use the leading RON platform within your own
ecosystem to enable customers to initiate
secure, compliant, and fast remote online
notarizations.
• Notarize prioritizes regulatory compliance by
using knowledge-based authentication (KBA),
credential analysis, and secure transactions.

• Average connection times to notaries via
the Notarize platform occur within a matter of
seconds.
• Our API-driven architecture enables fast
and frictionless integrations, which helps
Notarize meet the needs of enterprise-grade
solutions focused on risk, security, and
compliance.

We have you covered!
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The Service
Use the Notarize ‘Notary
On-Demand’ (NOD)
service to connect to
a commissioned and
trained notary on the
Notarize platform any
time of day or night and
ensure maximum
responsiveness

notarize.com

The Platform

Together

Use the ’Bring Your Own
Notary’ (BYON) service
with an in-house notary
who has been vetted on
the Notarize platform in
order to fully own your
customer experience

Use a combination of
in-house notaries and a
panel of third-party
notaries depending on
the time of day and the
availability of in-house
notaries vs. target
service levels

sales@notarize.com
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Benefits

Reduce car travel, paper
printing, and other
environmental waste through
a purely digital solution

Cut days from the document finalization process
by notarizing on a secure two-way video call. The
average connection time occurs in seconds, and
notarizations typically take around 15 minutes

Build within an enterprise-grade
compliance and security environment,
featuring direct support from subject
matter experts in regulation

Preserve flexibility with
“where you left oﬀ in the
document” multi-party
capabilities

Utilize Notarize's scaled
notary pool to achieve
superior response time SLAs

Utilize Notarize's open and
well-documented APIs to
flexibly deploy RON into
your technology

Verify identity quickly using
technology to perform a multi-factor
authentication including dynamic KBA
and credential analysis

Work with a partner that is unwavering
about compliance. Notaries can access their
notary journals and video recordings of
notarial sessions on the Notarize platform

Deliver an exceptional
customer experience with a
partner that has a 4.8+ out of
5 star rating on Trustpilot

PARTNERS

INVESTORS

Contact us today to learn how Notarize can be integrated into your solution.

https://www.notarize.com/partnerships

About Notarize
Notarize is a digital platform that uses technology and live human interaction to establish identities. We are one of the first notary public platforms to allow any person or business to get their documents
legally notarized online, 24/7. Our mission is to help people execute the most important transactions of their lives and to make notarization more convenient, secure, and verifiable. Our platform creates a
secure digital signing table that notaries public may use to conduct electronic notarial acts utilizing communication technology while obtaining satisfactory evidence of identity of the remotely located
individual. Our goal is to build trust in a digital age through a protected online transaction. For more information, please visit notarize.com.
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